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Jeep in war

The Jeep’s arrival in Vietnam dates back from 1940s 

when Vietnam was part of a French colony. Tremendous 

multiplication of the muscle vehicle was seen during 

the war with the popular image of American troops on 

the Jeep. Able to transverse through rough terrains, the 

Jeep served as a mount. It climbed mountains, crossed 

muddy fields and trudged through the sandy beaches. 
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Jeep in peace

After the war ended in 1975, the left behind army Jeeps were used for civilian purposes, 

to ferry luggage such as rice, vegetable, livestock and even passengers. VJT Adventures 

(aka Vietnam Jeep Tours) under creative supremacy revolutionalised passenger ferrying 

using restored war Jeeps into a luxurious and prestigious affair. This was a first of its kind. 

The very first adventures were in Saigon back in 2007 then gradually expanded to the 

Central, North of Vietnam and Siem Reap in Cambodia. 
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Jeep tours by VJT Adventures are combinations of history, 

culture and a fresh modern, bold style outlook. Created from 

restored army Jeeps, they form an ideal transfer and are 

famed for showing visitors what they could neither find on 

any map nor travel guides. Clients are treated to magnificent 

views of Vietnam and professional outstanding guide 

services. VJT’s Jeep tour is a fulfillment of Vietnamese 

postcard and photo album fantasies that take you on a 

journey to our spectacular destinations.

Jeep Tours
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Saigon has incredibly managed to preserve war historic evidences in its main attractions. 

Saigon will carry you through an emotional experience; reminisce of the time of war through 

its very sombre parts to fascinating historical activities. It is a weave of two cultures embedded 

in French architecture and perfectly maintained American war planes. Touring through 

Saigon is like walking through the past into a brand new future lined with skyscrapers. 

Our Jeeps lead you on an escape from Saigon for a very fun trip where you will join in cooking 

classes in a farm with a “celebrity chef”,  an experience in the Cu Chi tunnel afterward is 

somewhat like stepping into a soldier’s travel. On a different day, overview Saigon on a topless 

Jeep and enjoy lunch at a fine restaurant will be the perfect conclusion for an exclusive day.

Saigon
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VJT offers you an opportunity to be part of Vietnam’s World Heritages including 

a panorama tour that gives you the full experience of a Danang seen from the 

top of Son Tra Peninsula, back road travels to My Son Sanctuary, an opportunity 

to see wildlife up close and stunning views by driving along the coast to Hai 

Van Pass then to Hue, the Imperial City. The unique experience that can be 

achieved only on a Jeep. 

Danang - Hoian - Hue
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Hanoi is perfect for an urban adventurer with its ancient history, a colonial legacy and a 

modern outlook.  Our Jeep will carry you passing by colonial legacy preserved in French 

architecture, lakes, parks, shady boulevards and century-old temples. For those with 

special interest in history, a visit to Vietnam Military History Museum on the Jeep will be a 

highlight. 

To unwind in a rural village or among the nature, be part of our trips to enjoy a hosted 

lunch or dinner in the ancient village or a fun two to three day mountain retreat in our 

Jeeps driving on back roads through ethnic villages, stopping at local houses and take 

part in the locals’ daily activities.

Hanoi
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Renowned for its many temples, Siem Reap offers a chance to 

look back the very old days, it is a combination of adventure 

and historical fantasies. As many travelers say, Siem Reap is to 

be savored and not rushed, we offer you a great way to 

leisurely capture all scenes of the ancient holy land to travel 

back in time the Khmer Kingdom on our army Jeeps as real 

adventurers once did. 

SiemReap
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Events

VJT provides for large groups of MICE, something 

outside the usual big buses and camera-clicking tourists. 

Each Jeep tour is a custom outing catered to your special 

themes and the target audience. We provide for a 

balanced schedule where your days are filled with 

customized activities yet not too strenuous.
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Wed in style

Your wedding can be spectacular with VJT providing for you 

a special Jeep or a fleet to ensuring that you wed in style. Our 

fleet of Jeeps offers a vintage touch to your wedding and can 

be decorated to suit your unique wedding theme. Jeeps 

provide for a beautiful, classic and dynamic background for 

your wedding and engagement photos.
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Self-drive Tours

Bored to be a co-pilot? Get to drive a classic Jeep to a destination 

of your liking in one of our Jeeps and spend time enjoying the 

journey of your own. All you need is the international driving 

license, time to be familiar with local traffic rules then hop on, keep 

calm and let the adventures begin. 
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